RESEARCH
Great fish begin with great water. Numerous standards for water quality and fish health management practices have been developed and provided by the University of Florida’s Tropical Aquaculture Laboratory and the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services Division of Aquaculture. Many new fish varieties, harder strains, and improved shipping techniques have been developed in cooperation with industry, researchers and state agencies.

AVAILABILITY
Over 500,000 boxes of fish and aquatic plants are produced and shipped annually from Florida farms, generating over $150 million in sales.
Flexible and timely order filling combine with excellent delivery service from Florida’s major airports to get the fish you need, when you need them.

VISIT US ONLINE!
For the best quality tropical fish, go to the source and buy from Florida.
For fishkeeping beginners and enthusiasts:
FisHedz.com
Buy your tropical fish supplies where the pros do:
FTFFACoop.com
For the home site of Florida Tropical Fish Farms Association:
FTFFA.com
One of the most important questions to consider when buying tropical fish is where you want to purchase the fish from. When deciding to purchase either imported or Florida farm-raised tropical fish, several factors should be considered. Price, size, health, and quality all combine to influence how satisfied you are with your purchase.

Quality should be a top priority when choosing a source to purchase fish. When you choose to order from Florida fish farms, you are likely to receive larger, healthier, more colorful fish. With Florida farm-raised fish, you can be confident knowing that you are getting a superior product from farms with more than 60 years of breeding experience.

Why Buy Florida?

Over 60 years of breeding, culturing, and shipping experience allow Florida fish farms to produce and offer healthy, colorful, and superior sized species at competitive prices.

Ultimately, there are a number of factors that determine the quality of fish that are produced. The strength and quality of the breeding stock, the knowledge and skill of the breeder, and the amount of work and attention to detail put into the breeding process will affect the quality of the fish that are produced. Florida tropical fish farmers recognize this challenge and constantly strive to produce the best quality fish. They work hard to achieve the goal of offering fish that are superior in all aspects in order to give their customers the product they desire and deserve.

Commitment to Quality

Florida farms produce over 600 varieties of fish species and 150 varieties of hardy aquatic plants that are available year round. The variety of tropical fish available from Florida farms is staggering. There are more than fifty distinct varieties of swordtails and mollies as well as dozens of species of tetras, barbs, and gouramis. This includes historically delicate species such as neon and cardinal tetras that prove to be hardier when captive bred and not subjected to long times in transit. Other aquarium standards such as various species of plecostomus and corydoras as well as a number of varieties of angelfish are regularly grown on Florida fish farms.

In addition, more and more breeders are giving increased attention to new or unusual species such as Australian rainbowfish, glassfish, gobies, discus, armored catfish, killifish, and knifefish as well as a wide range of African and neotropical cichlids. You can now purchase all of these knowing that you will be receiving all of the benefits of a Florida bred fish.

Tremendous Variety

Florida Tropical Fish Farmers Association, Inc.